Response to Draft Report Queries

Question on awareness, understanding and access of GBB Zone data
1. Does your organisation and the appropriate people within your organisation have a
strong understanding of the GBB Zones, their purpose, and the data available for each
Zone? Yes
2. How often does your organisation access the GBB Zone data? Never
o How is that data accessed (e.g. downloaded manually or access via an automated
system)? Is the GBB data provided to you via a third party? N/A see above

3. What information or presentation of data would improve your understanding and use
of the GBB Zone data? It’s not required as it serves no purpose for our business as we
have a strong understanding of the market

Questions on use and publication of GBB Zone information and data
4. Does your organisation rely on Zone information or data to make decisions on its gas
market activities? No
o If yes, which data is used and for which activities? Please specify.
o If no, is this due to an inadequacy in the Zone break down – either from a pipeline
segment perspective or on supply/demand opportunities, or the timeliness of data?
Please comment. It does not serve any purpose in our marketing activities. We engage
directly with market participants through the various mechanisms that exist in the market
such as trading platforms, spot agreements, swap agreements etc. and as a result trade
freely.
o Would changes to any aspects of the Zones in relation to the level of disaggregation of
information, or the timeliness of data provided change your use of the GBB Zone data?
Please explain. No. There are limited participants in this lumpy market and
communication between buyers and sellers occurs simply without need to reference the
GBB to establish outages etc.
5. If the pipelines where further segmented:
o Would result in any increased regulatory burden? Yes
o Would this information be beneficial to gas market activities? Please specify. No see
Q4
6. If nominations and forecasts for receipt points were to be published, would this have
significant commercial implications for producers? If producers have ullage in their facility
for any reason, they engage with the market should they need to fill this capacity. There
may also be valid reasons for not engaging such as maintenance, contractual obligations

that mean that the capacity may not be used or reserves considerations. To be clear,
there are no impediments to engaging with market participants as discussed in the points
above.
o Would this information be beneficial to gas market activities? Please specify. No See
above
7. If nominations and forecasts for delivery points (especially large user facilities) were to
be published, would this have significant commercial implications for gas users? No, see
above
o Would result in any increased regulatory burden? Yes
o Would this information be beneficial to gas market activities? Please specify. No. As
mentioned above, there are limited market participants and multiple avenues for buying
and selling gas and these participants trade freely through them.

Questions on governance oversight for new pipelines
8. Is the prescriptive inclusion of Zones in a Schedule to the GSI Rules necessary? No
o Does this provide an appropriate balance between regulatory oversight (through the
Rule change process) and flexibility of definitions to meet market needs as the market
develops? Please explain. No. The market itself develops as it needs to and has always
done so. It does not require, nor is it appropriate for regulatory oversight of a market. The
zones do not result in any greater transparency to the market or increase competition.
9. If the IMO were to propose a Rule Change to remove the prescription of the Zones from
the GSI Rules, what regulatory oversight or consultation processes would you consider
appropriate? A simple survey of those active in the market to establish the value of the
zones.
o Would it be appropriate (and preferable) to include Zone descriptions in a GSI
Procedure? Santos believes that the zones serve no value to the market and could be
removed altogether thus reducing the cost to industry

Questions on guidelines to allocate new pipelines to Zones
10. Is there benefit in providing greater description (or guidance) as to how new pipelines
would be included in GBB Zones? No
11. Are the Marsden Jacob guidelines for the allocation of new pipelines to GBB Zones
appropriate and useful? No
o Will they work in all future pipeline development scenarios? No

o Are there additional factors that should be considered in the development of
guidelines? No, as mentioned above, the zones do not result in any greater transparency
to the market or increase competition.
12. Should guidance be formalised in a GSI Procedure? Or is the development of a
separate information document appropriate? See above

Questions on the segmentation of the current Dampier Zone
13. Is the Dampier Zone information useful in its current form? See above
o If yes, which information is useful and why?
o If no, is this as a result of the current level of transparency provided by Zone level
data? Please comment. The zones do not result in any greater transparency to the market
or increase competition. See response in Q6
14. Would the segmentation of the existing Dampier Zone result in information which is
of benefit to gas market activities? Please specify. No see above
15. Should the Dampier Zone be segmented? If so, how should this be undertaken? Please
comment. The zones do not result in any greater transparency to the market or increase
competition. See response in Q6
o Would any particular breakdowns pose issues for your organisation? Please specify.
This will not result in any benefit to the market as detailed above
o Would the amalgamation of the lower half of the Dampier Zone with the current MidWest Zone (as per Option 1) cause participants any concerns? (e.g. loss of data continuity,
insufficient geographical data breakdown) This will not result in any benefit to the market
as detailed above

Questions on guidance for revision of GBB Zones (all facilities)
16. Is there benefit in providing greater description (or guidance) as when GBB Zones
should be revised than is currently available? This will not result in any benefit to the
market as detailed above
17. Are the Marsden Jacob guidelines for the revision of GBB Zones appropriate and
useful? No
o Will they work in all future market development scenarios? No
o Are there additional factors that should be considered in the development of
guidelines? See responses above

18. Should guidance be formalised in a GSI Procedure? Or is the development of a
separate information document appropriate? See responses above

Questions on other potential reform options
19. Do any of the other potential reform options warrant further consideration as part of
this review or by the IMO at a future date? The IMO should consider a broad review of the
information provided in the GBB in order to establish the benefit to the market and
whether the information meets the objectives of the GSI particularly in light of the high
cost to the industry of providing this information.
o If yes, please comment on the particular option and the rationale for any further
investigation? See above
20. Are there any other concerns, issues or comments – particularly on the use and
usefulness of Zone based information – which this Review should consider? Please
specify. It is concerning that those actively engaged in the market were not consulted
prior to engaging a consultant to draft a report on how to reform the zone information. As
discussed above, the IMO should have contacted participants directly to establish the
value of the information and whether it meets the objectives of the GSI project.

Questions on recommendations
21. Are these recommendations appropriate and do they follow logically from the
information provided? The logical step should have been to consult per the response in Q
20. This would have been a far cheaper and more effective way of dealing with this
matter.
o Is there any critical information that Marsden Jacob has missed which would alter the
recommendations? As discussed above, the zone information does not appear to meet
the objectives of the GSI project and its removal should be considered in order to reduce
the cost to industry.
22. Is there any reason why these recommendations should not be adopted? Please
specify which recommendations and the reasons.
23. Which recommendations cause your company the greatest concern? Please explain
why. The additional burden of providing forecast data and nominations is inappropriate
and will not serve any benefit to industry for the reasons described in Q6. Additionally,
this additional administrative burden will increase the cost to industry.
24. Which recommendations are likely to provide the greatest benefit to your company?
Please explain why.

